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»WE LEARNED A LOT FROM EACH OTHER.«
Werner Gießler GmbH commissioned Fraunhofer IPM to develop a fully automatic in-process inspection
system for precision turned parts. The system verifies at one-second intervals the sealing surfaces of
precision turned parts that are around the size of a thumbnail, and can reliably detect micro-defects as
small as a few micrometers. Read on for an interview with Managing Director Thomas Gießler.
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it was gradually found to be within the realms of possibility.
We learned a lot from each other during the process.
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system will have paid for itself after three years.
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W E R N E R G I E S S L E R G M B H ma nu fa c ture s co m p l e x p re cis i o n tur n e d p ar t s ,
par ticularly for supply to the automotive indus tr y. Bas ed in Elzach near Freiburg, Germany,
the medium - sized company employ s around 130 p e ople and made a turnover of 13. 2 million
e uro s in 2015. D e p e n d in g o n t h e e n d cli e nt ’s re quire m e nt s , t h e h e at- o r sur fa ce -t re ate d
co m p o n e nt s a re su p p li e d a s in d i v i d ua l p ar t s o r g ro u p s of co m p o n e nt s .

In your opinion, when does working with an external

made it a contender. At first, staff at Fraunhofer told us that

research partner prove worthwhile?

our requirements would be impossible to fulfill. However,
they then visited us a short time later to examine the entire

For me, it is essential that working with an external develop-

challenge in detail. This meant that their proximity to us

ment partner enables my company to achieve a unique posi-

was indeed extremely beneficial. Our partnership was and

tion on the market. I’m not really prepared to take risks, and

is exemplary – and could possibly lead to further projects

essentially wish to use innovations to ensure that my emplo-
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laboration with Fraunhofer. We would provide the handling

It’s vital that we’re always two steps ahead of the competition.

technology, while Fraunhofer IPM would build the sensor.

What are the technological challenges facing suppliers

Thank you very much for talking to us!

in the metalworking industry?

3 »Companies that have not learned to
test the quality of their components won’t

Suppliers are being presented with ever greater risks. When

survive for long,« predicts Thomas Gießler.

you get involved with large companies, it is essential that you
have the appropriate inspection equipment in place. Companies that have not learned this won’t survive for long. A
specific example of this is the fact that we were only awarded our seven-year contract as Bosch’s sole supplier for a
specific turned part because we boast a large number of
unique selling points in the required process. It is these that
secured us this line of business.
Fraunhofer IPM is located less than 30 kilometers from
your business – how important was this close proximity?
During the initial part of the selection process, it was Fraunhofer IPM’s competences alone and not its location that
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